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EFFA AGM  
20th November 2010 / 9am to 4.30pm 

Best Western Heath Court Hotel 
Moulton Road / Newmarket / Suffolk / CB8 8DY 

 
 
President: Mr. David Gulley UK Secretary: Mr. Andreas Furgler CH 

 
 

 

Participating members: 

 

Austria: Georg Rys  

 

Czech Republic Jindrich Vincalek 

 Michaela Kubistova 

 Zdenek Polak 

 

Denmark: Michael Kjaer 

 Rie Corfiz 

 Flemming Christensen (EFFA board member) 

 

Finland: Thomas vonTroil 

 

France: Denis Leveillard 

 Bernard Vesseiller 

 

Germany: EDHV Martin Schenk 

 Klaus Mäurer (EFFA board member) 

 

Holland: Dennis van Heel 

 Chris Oomen 

 

Spain: Roger Soler-Pont 

 Arturo Marti-Brull 

 

Sweden: John E. Forbord 

 Mats Persson  

 Peter Frosch (EFFA board member) 

 

Switzerland: Sidney Schopfer 

 Siegfried Dauner 

 Andreas Furgler (EFFA board member) 
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United Kingdom: David Gulley (EFFA President) 

 Gary Burton 

 Miles Williamson-Noble (EFFA Registrar & board member) 

 Howard Cooper (President of the Accreditation Board) 

 Craig D’Arcy (President BFBA) 

 Cliff Barnes (BFBA) 

 

 

1. Opening and introduction  

On behalf of the entire EFFA Board and the British Farrier and Blacksmiths Association, 
David Gulley welcomed all delegates to Newmarket, the heart and home of horseracing. He 
is very pleased to see that nearly all EFFA member associations have sent representatives 
in order to support the important work that has been done by EFFA during the last year, and 
to take part at the social side of our Association. 

David thanks the organizing team of the BFBA and especially Miles for the great preparation 
work without which this congress and AGM would not have been possible. He also thanks 
Simon Curtis who organised the coach trip (and sponsored it) on Friday.  

 

2. Approval of the AGM minutes 09 Stockholm  

The minutes of the AGM 21st November 2009 in Stockholm are approved without any 
comments. 

  

3. Report of the President  

David Gulley first congratulates our French friends who have done a perfect job in organizing 
the EFFA European Championships in February in Bordeaux. The championship was 
extremely well organised. Brilliant venue - well done France! 

In March our President had the privilege and pleasure to visit the American Farrier 
Association (AFA) Convention in Portland, Oregon. Not only did he represent EFFA, but he 
also competed in the veteran’s class. By the way, at the auction, where all the handmade 
items are sold, his paper knife raised $800. At the World Farrier Association (WFA) breakfast 
meeting, David Gulley gave a report on EFFA progress during the last years. Our President 
received positive signals from both AFA and WFA board members who wish to get into a 
closer contact between our Associations.  

David Gulley was able to participate in some Accreditation Board visits and re-visits. A full 
report will be given later by the Registrar.  

In September, EFFA had the chance to send a delegation to the EU parliament in Brussels in 
order to press for a common platform in Europe. Unfortunately this visit ended without any 
measurable results because the EU does not support any kind of restrictions in the market 
systems. Nevertheless, the President thanks Miles and Andreas for the passion and will to 
succeed in this mission.  

 

4. Report of the Treasurer (accounts 09/10)  

Andreas Furgler informs the members about last year’s financial situation, which for the first 
time is showing a deficit. This can be explained by the high administration costs for the 
Accreditation Board, which had a very busy year, but it does not feel very good to present a 
loss of 8’000€.  
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The details are as follows: 

 

Income:  30.09.2010  

Official member fees (all members paid!) € 14'037.49  

C-EF Registration Fee  € 13'420.00  

Interest  € 145.16  

Diverse  € 3'812.40  

Total income  € 31'415.05  

Costs:     

Financial administration & bank costs  € 241.47  

Web site  € 6'373.19  

Representation costs president  € 0.00  

Travel expenses executive board  € 3'236.88  

AFA convention, travel expenses  € 1'058.05  

Administration  € 1'500.00  

EFFA Educational / eurochamp.  € 4'095.19  

EFFA C EF Accreditation Board  € 21'451.79  

EFFA AGM  € 2'226.00  

Total cost:  € 40'182.57  

Surplus / Loss  -€ 8'767.52  

   € 31'415.05  

 

5. Report of the Auditor   

Having been appointed auditor at our last AGM, Martin Leahy verified on the 19th of Nov 10 
the accounts of our Federation for the period of 1st October 2009 until 30th September 2010. 
He concluded that all financial activities for the year 2009/2010 had been treated in a correct 
way and that our assets had been managed in accordance with the financial rules. 

Therefore he asks the AGM to:  

 Accept the balance and the account for 09/10, as presented by the Treasurer  

 To give discharge to the treasurer for the account and to thank him 

 To give discharge to himself for the duty that he was given at the EFFA AGM 2009 for 
this period 

The delegates accept the balance in the accounts from EFFA for the period of 1st October 
2009 to 30th September 2010 and discharge both the Treasurer and the Auditor. 
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6. Budget for 2010/11  

Andreas Furgler presents the following budget: 

Income:  Budget 2011  

Official member fees  € 14'000.00  

C-EF Registration Fee  € 13'000.00  

Interest  € 150.00  

Diverse  € 0.00  

Total income  € 27'150.00  

Costs:     

Financial administration & bank costs  € 300.00  

Web site  € 3'000.00  

Representation costs president  € 0.00  

Travel expenses executive board  € 5'000.00  

AFA convention, travel expenses  € 1'000.00  

Administration  € 1'500.00  

EFFA Educational / eurochamp.  € 2'000.00  

EFFA C EF Accreditation Board  € 12'250.00  

EFFA AGM  € 3'000.00  

Total cost:  € 28'050.00  

Surplus/ Loss  -€ 900.00  

The delegates accept the budget from EFFA for the period of 1
st

 October 2010 to 30
th

 
September 2011. 

 

7. Report of the Accreditation Board  

a)  Accreditation reports for countries visited in 2010  

Howard Cooper informs the delegates that there are three types of visits. Initial accreditation 
visits, return visits for those who did not get a full accreditation and re-accreditation visit (after 
a six year period). 

Holland - very encouraging re-accreditation visit, they had made great efforts in training and 
shoeing techniques and examination techniques. Howard was pleased to see how they had 
raised the standards on every part. Everyone (staff and candidates) at the Deurne College 
was enthusiastic. There was no ho hesitation in re-approving the Dutch education and 
qualification system. Nevertheless, approval could not be given at this time for the 
qualification of “foreign students” at the Deurne College because no students were present 
for review. 
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The re-accreditation visit in the UK was very well prepared by the Registrar of the Worshipful 
Company of Farriers who had put forward all the paperwork. A high standard was observed 
in the examination, so it was a simple process for re-accreditation.  

The first accreditation visit in Spain was in 2007. Due to the fact that the Catalonian system 
was not up to standard at that time, the Accreditation Board made suggestions and 
announced that they would return on invitation once the recommendations had been 
implemented. Howard informs the meeting that our Spanish friends, since then have made 
tremendous efforts. Developed tutors, upgraded workshops and improved training. 
Examiners keen to improve. The difference was astounding. The results showed what can be 
done with determined effort (Catalonia through Barcelona training scheme). Howard 
recommends a full accreditation. 

For the first time, Germany – represented by the College of Giessen – asked for 
accreditation. The Accreditation Board found a young and enthusiastic college tutor. She had 
through her training got all candidates keen to learn and she had done a great job. 
Candidates had mastered the art of forging shoes beautifully. There were a lot of 
encouraging points to note - wide ranging examination and training system. Howard 
recommends a full accreditation. 

On behalf of the Netherlands, Chris Oomen thanked Howard for the positive way the Board 
review the examinations and the friendly recommendations they make. The colleges find the 
visits very helpful.  

The CE-F accreditation board will go out by the end of November for a re-visit of the Swedish 
Accreditation System. To avoid a time lapse between the visit and the next AGM (because 
usually the AGM has to approve the accreditations), the EFFA delegates grant the right to re-
accredit the Swedish system to the EFFA Accreditation Board.  
 

EFFA Delegates approve all proposals made by the Accreditation Board. 

b) Countries to visit / re-visit  

Miles Williamson-Noble informs the delegates that there is only one official visit confirmed in 
2011 and that this is Ireland. The accreditation team was invited to Ireland in 2010 but had 
been unable to get a team ready at short notice. The visit is planned for September 2011.  

The accreditation team was also invited to go to Hungary but because of disagreement 
between schools it will not be ready for accreditation in 2011. France is still working on a new 
exam but needs to experience it, so invitation extended for 2012. 

The Czech Republic had a visit in 2009 and received approval for experienced farriers who 
have undertaken a period of professional development and taken an examination. Currently 
they are developing the system to make it suitable for students starting with no previous 
experience. First students start in 2012 and will finish in 2016.  

A reaccreditation visit to Switzerland was scheduled for 2011 but due to the new training 
system (introduced in 2009), the first students will not finish until 2013. Therefore Andreas 
Furgler asked the EFFA AGM if the re-accreditation can be carried out in 2013. The AGM 
agreed. 

c) Report on visit to the European Commission  

David Gulley, Miles Williamson-Noble and Andreas Furgler have met the European 
Commission (received by head of unit for professional qualifications) in order to brief them 
about the EFFA structure, mission and objectives, and how the Leonardo program had 
helped with the development of the Certified Euro-Farrier. The hope had been to come away 
with agreement that the EFFA standard would be recognized as a common platform and to 
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show farriery more clearly in the list of professions. Unfortunately, the Commission has the 
opinion that free movement of all EU-citizens is more important than professional regulations 
based on minimum qualifications. Although the Directive sets up the idea of a common 
platform, not one single common platform has been approved. Doctors and vets have 
decided they don’t want a common platform. Minister not interested in animal health and 
welfare.  

This Directive applies to different professions in different ways. - vets, doctors, dental nurses 
- depend on them having a degree. Farriery appears in manufacturing of metal products in 
which the Commission respects experience not training. Six years' experience and you can 
practice throughout the EU. 

Need to work on this - it's against everything that EFFA stands for. Approach MEPs and get 
them to start asking questions.  

If MEPs don’t get questions about farriery they assume there is no problem, therefore have 
to make it a problem for them! 

Visit worthwhile, raised the profile but disappointing as the Commission is not interested in 
animal health and welfare.  

Andreas is absolutely convinced that we need friends such as the vets. We have to 'Look for 
the key that opens the door'! Farriers need to press their own politicians to press MEPs to 
start the process.  

One of EFFA’s objectives (has been passed) need to put together a working party to look at 
this. Miles Williamson Noble and Andreas Furgler are going to work with Martin Schenk 
(Germany) and Michael Kjaer (Denmark) in order to find a way of becoming better in political 
affairs. 

d) Administrative arrangements for new CE-F  

All reports on accreditation visits (not those which not have been accredited) shall be 
published (summary) on the EFFA website. However, nothing confidential (ie 
recommendations) shall be published. 

 

8. Report of the EFFA Championship 2010 Bordeaux   

Flemming Christensen was very happy to see that the EFFA Championships 2010 have 
been organized in a professional way. All competitors and all visitors felt very comfortable. 
The location during the horse fair in Bordeaux was well chosen and the programme covered 
nearly everything that one could expect. 

 
It was confirmed that Austria (near Linz) will organize the European Championship in 
2012 and the United Kingdom in 2014. 

 

9. Leonardo Hand Book / sales and promotion  

Andreas Furgler can finally inform delegates that the French version of the EFFA Handbook 
is published on the EFFA website and that the English version will follow within the next 3 
months.  

It is decided that a German Version will also be put onto the internet but before this can 
happen, the handbook must first be translated. At the moment, we can handle all needed 
information in German by the “e-hoof”. 

The delegates approve that if member associations are willing to help to translate into other 
languages, EFFA will support the work with an amount of 1’500€ per language. 
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Due to the fact, that the production of booklets is too expensive, all documents can be 
downloaded.  

 

10. EFFA website (www.eurofarrier.org)  

The website will be translated into French and German (by the end of next year). An update 
was made during the last year.  

All members are kindly asked to check the member association information on the webpage. 
If there is a need to change it, the secretary should be informed as soon as possible by e-
mail at secretary@eurofarrier.org 

 

11. EFFA educational camp 2011 

The EFFA educational event will take place from 14th – 15th October 2011at the educational 
centre of the Swiss Metal Union in Aarberg, Switzerland. Our motto will be: “Look what you 
are doing!” 

• Thursday 13th of October: Individuals arrive. 

• Friday, 14th of October: Workshops at the educational centre will take place 

•  Get better learning theory and practical experience  

•  e hoof learning  

•  Education at the motor vehicle, tips for instructors 

• Saturday, 15th  of October: 

• Competition with 3 exams will be organized 

• Outdoor surprise 

• Gala  dinner 

• Distribution of prizes 

• Sunday, 16th of October: Individuals depart 

The prices have not been calculated properly but for the students the cost will not be higher 
than 150€ per person. Teachers, masters and other visitors will have to accept a participation 
fee which will be about 250€ per person. This fee includes full accommodation. 

More details will follow in spring 2011. 

The educational event in 2013 will be organized in Denmark. 

  

12. History of EFFA  

Miles Williamson-Noble plans to put together a brief history of the Federation. All members 
are kindly requested to submit any information they have. 

 

13.  Election of Board members for 2011 – 2013 

David Gulley, President since 2008 presents the following candidates for the next period. 

 Flemming Christensen President 

 Peppe Frosch Vice-President & Championships 

 Andreas Furgler Secretary / Treasurer 

 Miles Williamson Noble Registrar CE-F 

 Klaus Mäurer Educational Events 

 Bernard Vesseiller Member (new) 

 David Gulley Immediate Past President (2011 only) 

http://www.eurofarrier.org/
mailto:secretary@eurofarrier.org
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In the name of the EDVH, Martin Schenk offers to our new “past President” David Gulley a 
3lt bottle of “Asbach Uralt” a very fine German brandy. Cheers! 

 

14. Open Forum  

The American Farriers Association (AFA), by letter from Dennis Manning, had asked if a 
mutual exchange of recognition of the Certified Journeymen Farrier (CJF) and the Certified-
Eurofarrier (C-EF) might be possible in the future. After discussion, the EFFA delegates 
decide that our UK representatives should get into a closer dialogue on further conditions in 
order not to weaken the C-EF label. As soon as new information about this item is available, 
we will come back to the subject. 

Roger Soler-Pont asks how the Catalonian Association can help their members who do not 
have the necessary educational profile required for the EFFA basic level to become EFFA 
Certified Farriers. After discussion, the AGM decides, that this should be possible, but that 
the Catalonian Association does have to send in a written demand to the EFFA Board. EFFA 
will then nominate two or three experts who can participate and make sure that the EFFA 
standards are respected. 

Thomas von Troil asks how we can handle the problem of lifelong learning. Some of our 
farriers change professions or retire from the profession. He is proposing some measures to 
maintain a certain level of knowledge for our C-EF. Chris Oomen informs delegates  that for 
the Netherlands, the Association can withdraw the C-EF Certification of certified farriers who 
do not undertake necessary update courses. 

Siegfried Dauner announces that in Switzerland a label named “qualified farrier” has been 
created. To maintain this label, members have to follow yearly courses in order to update 
their knowledge. Only “qualified farriers” get the right to have an apprentice.  

Gary Burton thinks that if we impose too many conditions to be able to claim the C-EF, 
British farriers will lose interest in C-EF.  

Chris Oomen asks for more work on introducing or reintroducing member associations.  
Especially the Belgium Association should be encouraged to rejoin. He will give the contacts 
to the secretary. Georg Rys suggests that EFFA should contact directly the different 
governments in the east of the EU. Miles Williamson-Noble will ask the European 
Commission for the contact details. 

Howard Cooper is a little concerned about how we can get more people into the 
Accreditation Board and how we can assure the handing over of the knowledge that has 
been built up.  

Gary Burton wants to know if the financial position of EFFA is stable, or if we will run out of 
money. Andreas Furgler confirms that there is no need to panic. The last period was very 
special because we have had a lot of visits by the Accreditation Board. Roger Soler-Pont 
asks if there is a need to raise the member fees but this is, in the opinion of the EFFA Board, 
not necessary at the moment.  

 

15. AGM Closing  

Our new President, Flemming Christensen thanks David Gulley for his time as President and 
all that he has done in order to maintain a high rhythm within EFFA. David will stay one more 
year with the EFFA Board as “Past President”. 

A great thanks to the UK Team, Miles, David, Gary, Craig, Simon and the whole BFBA 
Administration. They have done a tremendous job to organize this marvelous AGM in 
Newmarket. 
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The next AGM takes place from 17th to 19th of November 2011 in Barcelona / Spain. Roger 
Soler-Pont informs us that perhaps the social program will concentrate on culture rather than 
horse-activities.  

Thomas von Troil offers an invitation to EFFA for the AGM 2012 to be in Finland! More 
details will follow at the next AGM. 

 

Aarberg, 07.02.2011 / AFU 


